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Abstract 
We consider compact spaces defined by adequate families of sets as well as continuous im- 
ages of such spaces which are called AD-compact. The class of AD-compact spaces contains all 
polyadic spaces. We note some general properties of AD-compact spaces. We prove that there 
are nonpolyadic AD-compact spaces having a strictly positive measure. We also show that some 
results on Banach spaces C(K) valid for a dyadic K may be extended to K being AD-compact. 
Keywords: Dyadic space; Polyadic space; Adequate family; Strictly positive measure; Mazur 
property; Realcompact space 
Ah4S classification: 54AO5; 46E 15 
According to a definition due to Talagrand, a family A of subsets of a set X is called 
an adequate family if every subset of an element of A is again in A, and every subset of 
X which all finite subsets are elements of A is itself in A. An adequate family defines 
a closed subspace of the Cantor cube Dx--every compact space defined in this way 
is called adequate compact. We call a space AD-compact if it is a continuous image of 
some adequate compact space. 
AD-compactness is clearly a generalization of dyadicity. In fact, the class of AD- 
compact spaces contains the class of polyadic spaces, which was investigated by Mrdwka 
[22] and Gerlits [ 121. Several facts known for dyadic and polyadic spaces have their AD 
anaIogues. We prove, for instance, that the character of an AD-compact is equal to its 
weight, and that AD-compactness is preserved by closed G6 subspaces. We also prove 
that, under some assumption on the weight of K, every sequentially continuous function 
on an AD-compact space K is continuous, extending thus a result on polyadic spaces 
due to Mr6wka. Proofs of these results are obtained by a simple adaptation of arguments 
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that work in a dyadic case. For that reason one might claim that AD-compactness is a 
“natural” generalization of dyadicity. 
On the other hand, there are AD-compact spaces that are not polyadic, which is shown 
below with a help of strictly positive measures. We prove that (under certain axioms) 
there exist adequate compact nonpolyadic spaces having a strictly positive measure. This 
appears to be partially connected with a problem due to Hadyon on relationships between 
the existence of nonseparable Radon measures and possible surjections onto Tychonoff 
cubes. 
We also consider some properties of Banach spaces of the form C(K). In particular, 
we show that C(K) has the Mazur property whenever K is AD-compact and the weight 
of K is “reasonable”. 
1. Preliminaries 
We use standard terminology and notation. All basic topological terms and results can 
be found in Engelking’s monograph [8]. In particular, w(K), X(x, K), X(K), t(K) and 
c(K) denote the topological weight, the character at a point z E K, the character of 
K (= sup{X(z, K): z E K}), the tightness (the least cardinal T such that whenever 
D C K and 2 E D then there is C C D with ICI < r and z E c) and the cellurality 
of a topological space K, respectively. We shall be dealing mostly with compact spaces 
(all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorffl. 
According to the classical definition of Alexandroff, a compact space K is called 
dyadic if K is a continuous image of D” for some cardinal K. As usual, D” denotes 
the product of K copies of a discrete space D = (0, l}. For every dyadic K one has 
t(K) = x(K) = w(K) (due to Arhangel’skii and Jesenin-Volpin, see [8, 3.12.121). 
Moreover, every dyadic K satisfies the ccc condition, that is c(K) = w. 
Let A(X) = X U {co} be the Alexandroff compactification of the discrete topology 
on a cardinal X. Clearly, c(A(X)) = X so A(X) is not dyadic for uncountable X (one 
might say that this is the simplest nondyadic space). Mrowka [22] defined a compact 
space to be A-adic if it is a continuous image of a space A(X)” for some cardinal K. 
The class of X-adic spaces was studied by Marty [20] and Gerlits [ 11,121. Gerlits calls 
a space polyadic if it is X-adic for some cardinal X. In particular, w-adic means dyadic; 
moreover, a polyadic space K is X-adic if and only if c(K) < X (due to Engelking, see 
WI). 
Let X be a nonempty set and let A C P(X) b e a family of its subsets. Following 
Talagrand [30,31] we say that A is an adequate family if 
(i) A E A and B C A implies B E A; 
(ii) given A C X, if every finite subset of A is in A then A E A. 
We drop the condition Ud = X which is not essential - we may always replace X 
by U A if needed. 
It will be convenient to identify, for a given set X, the power set P(X) with the 
Cantor cube Dx (via the correspondence A + XA). This means that every subfamily 
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A of P(X) may be regarded as a subset of Dx and thus is equipped with the induced 
topology. We write K(d) when A is treated as a topological space rather than a family 
of sets. 
It is easy to check that K(d) is closed in Dx whenever A is adequate - just apply 
conditions (i)-(ii) and note that the family of sets 
V(a,b)={AcX: aCALX\b}, 
where a, b are finite subsets of X forms the standard basis for the topology of Dx. 
Note also that whenever A is an adequate family in X and Y C X then A n Y = 
{Any: AEd}' IS an adequate family in Y. Moreover, K(d n Y) is the retract of 
K(d) under the projection rry, where KY(A) = A n Y. 
Every compact space K such that K = K(d) f or some adequate family is called 
an adequate compact, see [17,3]. That way of constructing compact spaces appeared to 
be very fruitful. Adequate compacta have been used in investigating functional analytic 
properties of Banach spaces of continuous functions and Corson compact spaces, see 
[30,31,17,23,3,2,19]. Recall that a Corson compact is a space that is homeomorphic to a 
compact subspace of 
{z E Iw”: [{a: x(o) #O}\ <w}. 
2. Basic properties of AD-compact spaces 
We shall say that a compact space K is AD-compact if there are a set X and an 
adequate family A z P(X) such that K is continuous image of K(d). Clearly every 
dyadic space is AD-compact. 
Theorem 2.1. The class of AD-compact spaces is closed under arbitrary products and 
Alexandroff compacti$cations of disjoint topological sums. 
Proof. Let A, C P(X,) be adequate for every o < IC. We shall prove that the space 
K = n K(&) 
a<6 




d={AcX: AnX,cd,, forallcr<K}. 
Now A is adequate and K is an image of K(d) under the mapping 
44) = (An Xa&. 
This implies that the class of AD-compact spaces is productive. 
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Suppose that we have a pairwise disjoint family (K,)a<n of AD-compact spaces and 
let 
K= u KOIu{oo} 
CZ<6. 
be the Alexandroff compactification. For every (Y < TV we choose a set X, and an 
adequate family A, in X, such that there is a continuous surjection ga from K(&) 
onto K,. We can assume that Xa’s are pairwise disjoint and that X, n K = 0 for every 
o < K. We put 
x= u x,ur; 
CY<fi 
and define A to be the family of those subsets B of X for which there is a! < 6 such that 
B \ {a} E A,. Put g(B) = goi(B \ {N}) if cr E B and g(B) = 00 if B n 6 = 0. Now 
A is adequate and g maps K(d) onto K so it remains to check that g is continuous. 
Let (Bn)n be a net in K(d) that converges to B (where p takes values from a certain 
partially ordered set). If (Y E B n 6 then cr E B, for p > pc, and 
g(Bp) = ga (BP \ {o>> + ga (B \ {o>> = g(B)> 
by continuity of ga. Suppose now that B n K = 0. Given a finite set I C n, there is pe 
such that BP n I = 0 for p 3 pa. Thus 
g(B,) n U K, = 0 
for p > PO. We get g(B,) -+ CC = g(B), as required. 0 
It follows that the space A(X) IE is adequate for every K. In particular, A(X) is home- 
omorphic to K(d), where A = {A C X: IAl < 1). 
Corollary 2.2. Every polyadic space is AD-compact. 
Let us recall that the class of polyadic spaces is the smallest class of spaces that 
contains all metric compacta and is closed under arbitrary product, continuous images 
and Alexandroff compactifications of topological sums, see Gerlits [12]. An example of 
an adequate space that is not polyadic will be given in Section 4. 
Theorem 2.3. Let K = K(d) be adequate compact, where A & X, and let g be a 
continuous mapping from K into a space L such that x(L) < r. Then there exists 
Y C X such that IYI < 7 and g(A n Y) = g(A) for all A E K. 
Proof. We follow the line of a proof of a result on dyadic spaces due to Jesenin-Volpin 
(as it is suggested in [8, 3.12.12(e)]). 
(1) Given A E K, there is X(A) C X of cardinality not greater than T such that 
g(B) = g(A) h w enever B E K and An X(A) = B n X(A) (use x(g(A), L) < 7, 
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continuity of g and the fact that K has a basis of sets depending on finite number of 
coordinates). 
(2) Using (1) we can define an increasing sequence Y, C X with lY,l < T, and an 
increasing sequence D, C K with ID,] < r, such that 
Y n+~ = u X(4 
&D, 
while D, = {A E K: A 2 Y,, IAl < w}. 
(3) Now we can check that 
is as required. Take A E K with IAl < w. There is n such that A n Y = A n Y, 
and so X(A n Y) G Y n+l C Y. This gives g(A n Y) = g(A). Moreover, the set 
Ko = {A E K: g(A n Y) = g(A)} is closed in K. It follows Ko = K and we are 
done. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let K be an AD-compact space. 
(a) If K is an AD-compact space and K = w(K) then there is an adequate family 
A C P(K) such that K is a continuous image of K(A); 
(b)for every AD-compact space K one has x(K) = w(K). 
Proof. To check (a) it suffices to apply Theorem 2.3 and recall that if A is an adequate 
family in P(X) and Y C X then A n Y = {A n Y: A E d} is adequate. Part (b) 
also follows from Theorem 2.3 since w(K(d n Y)) < IY 1, and topological weight is not 
increased by continuous surjections of compact spaces. 0 
The fact that x(K) = w(K) holds for K polyadic was proved by Gerlits [ 1 I]. It is 
now easy to give examples of compact spaces that are not AD-compact. For example, 
the double circumference, which is a compact first-countable and nonmetrizable space, 
is not AD-compact; on the other hand, one may easily check that this space is Eberlein 
compact (using a characterization of Eberlein compacta due to Rosenthal, see, e.g., 1231; 
that example has been noted in [ 171). 
Let us note that if K = K(d) is adequate compact then t(K) = sup{lAl: A E A}. 
Indeed, t(K) 3 t(oA) = IAl f or every A E A; on the other hand t(K) < T holds for 
every set K C {A E Dx: IAl < T}. S‘ mce every dyadic space K satisfies t(K) = w(K), 
it follows that K(d) is not dyadic whenever sup{]Al: A E d} < I Udl. 
The remark above raises the question we could not answer: Given an AD-compact 
space K with t(K) = T, does there exist an adequate family A consisting of sets of 
cardinality not greater than r such that K is a continuous image of K(d)? 
We end this section by proving a result that has its analogue in the case of polyadic 
spaces (see [12]). 
Theorem 2.5. If K is AD-compact then so is every closed $7~ subspace of K. 
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Proof. It will do to consider the case of adequate K; say that K = K(A), where 
A 5 P(X), and let L be closed Gs in K. 
There exists a countable subset I of X such that L depends on I, that is given 
A, B E K, if A E L and AnI = BnI, one has B E L. This is a consequence of Theorem 
2.3 and the fact that L may be written as L = g-‘(O) for some continuous function 
g : K + LR. We fix a continuous surjection h from P(I) onto LO, where Lo = TI(L). 
Let us consider an adequate family A' = {A C X: A \ I E A}. The formula 
g(A) = h(A n I) u (A \ I) d e fi nes a continuous mapping; we shall check that g maps 
K(d') onto L. 
Since g(A) n I = h(A n I) E LO and L depends on I, one has g(A) E L. If B E L 
then there is C & I such that B = (B n I) U (B \ I) = h(C) U (B \ I). Now we have 
A=Cu(B\I)cd' and g(A) = h(C) U (B \ I) = B, so g is onto. This finishes the 
proof. 0 
3. On sequentially continuous functions 
It is well known that, for an arbitrary compact space K, sequential continuity of a 
real-valued function on K is much weaker than its continuity. Following Noble [24] we 
say that K is an sw-space provided, given a function f : K + E%, the condition 
f(lim tn) = lim f(tn) f or every converging sequence (tn)n)2<W C K 
implies that f is continuous. It is easy to check that a continuous image of a compact 
sn-space is again an sn-space. 
A cardinal IF. is called sequential if Dn is nut an sn-space (see [ 11). The investigation 
originated by Mazur [21] and continued by Noble [24] and Antonovskii and Chudnovskii 
[l] result in the following (see also [9]): 
(a) wt is not sequential (more precisely the first sequential cardinal must be weakly 
inaccessible); 
(b) assuming Martin’s axiom, the first sequential cardinal is (Ulam) measurable. 
Thus it is relatively consistent to assume that every dyadic space is an sR-space. The 
question whether in any case the first sequential is a real-valued measurable cardinal 
remains unsolved (but see [27]). 
There is a weakening of the sw-property introduced by Arhangel’skii. A space K is said 
to have countable functional tightness if every real-valued function which is continuous 
on all countable subsets of K is continuous. Note that a function is continuous on all 
countable subsets if and only if it is continuous on all separable subspaces. Uspenskii [33] 
proved that if K is a dyadic space and W(K) is less than the first measurable cardinal 
then K has countable functional tightness (in fact Uspenskii’s result is more general than 
that). Unaware of this, the author of [25] proved the same by a different argument. 
Mrowka [22] proved that a polyadic space K is an sn-space provided w(K) is not 
sequential. We can easily extend the result to the case of AD-compact spaces. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let K be an AD-compact space and let K = w(K). 
(a) if n is not a sequential cardinal then K is an sR-space; 
(b) if K is less than the first measurable cardinal then K has countable functional 
tightness. 
Proof. (a) By Corollary 2.4(a) and the remark above it suffices to consider an adequate 
compact space K = K(A), where A 5 P(K). 
We put Q = {A C K: IAl < w}. Recall first that Dn = p(Q) (where p(Q) is the 
Tech-Stone compactification of Q), see [8, 3.12.24(c)]. As Q n K is dense in K and Q 
is a normal space (see [8, 2.7.15]), this gives p(Q 0 K) = K (cf. [8, 3.6.71). 
Now we can adopt the basic idea from [21]. Let f be a sequentially continuous function 
on K. The space Q n K is an sn-space since Q is a FrCchet space and thus the restriction 
of f to K fl Q is continuous. Let f p be a continuous function on K that extends f IK”Q, 
and let h = If - fOl. Now h vanishes on Q n K; we are to check that h = 0. 
Take any A E K; since IAl is not sequential and h is sequentially continuous we 
get that h is continuous on DA C K. But h is zero on a dense subset of DA and so 
h(A) = 0. 
(b) It suffices to repeat the argument of (a) and apply Uspenskii’s theorem mentioned 
above. 0 
4. Measures on AD-compact spaces 
By a measure we mean a finite countably additive and nonnegative set function (de- 
fined on a certain g-algebra of sets). A finitely additive set function will be called a 
quasimeasure. A Radon measure on a topological space K is a Bore1 measure (that is 
one defined on the Bore1 a-algebra of K) which is inner-regular with respect to compact 
subsets of K. A Bore1 measure ~1 on K is said to be strictly positive if p(V) > 0 for 
every nonempty open V C K. Chapter 6 of [4] is a basic reference for topological and 
combinatorial aspects of strictly positive measures. 
Every dyadic space K admits a strictly positive Radon measure. Indeed, if g : Dn + K 
is a continuous surjection and v is the product measure on D” then p = g(y) is strictly 
positive on K (recall that g(v)(B) = v(g-l(B))). 
Recall also that every space K admitting a strictly positive measure satisfies c(K) = w. 
H. Gaifman constructed an example showing that this cannot be reversed; Gaifman’s 
space, that is a compact ccc space not admitting a strictly positive measure, may be 
described as follows (see [4, Theorem 6.231). 
Fix an enumeration (T,)nar of all open intervals in R with rational endpoints and 
choose, for every n, a collection (Tnk)lc< +Z of pairwise disjoint subintervals of T,. The 
family 
A = {A 2 Iw: I{k < n2: A n Tnk # @}I < n, for every n 3 21 
is easily seen to be adequate. Moreover, K(d) is a ccc space without strictly positive 
measure. 
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Note that K(A) so defined is an example of an adequate compact space which is not 
polyadic. Indeed, if K(d) were polyadic then it would be dyadic as c(K(d)) = w; in 
turn, this would force the existence of a strictly positive measure on K(d). 
Argyros et al. [2] gave an interesting modification of the construction above. Assuming 
CH one can take a Lusin set L 5 Iw and replace A by A' = {A f~ L: A E A}. Now 
K = K(d') is again a ccc space without strictly positive measure. In addition, K is 
Corson compact (since every A E A is nowhere dense in Iw, IA n LI < w by the fact 
that L is a Lusin set). Let us note that t(K) = w while w(K) = 2”. This shows that the 
equality W(K) = max{c(K), t(K)}, which holds for all polyadic K (see Gerlits [12]), 
is not valid in the class of adequate compact spaces (at least assuming CH). 
There are several examples, constructed under CH, of Corson compact spaces with 
strictly positive normal nonatomic measure, see Haydon [14], Negrepontis [23] and Ar- 
gyros et al. [2]. Recall that a Radon measure is said to be nomtal if it vanishes on all 
nowhere dense sets. The following proposition shows that this cannot happen in case the 
underlying space is AD-compact. 
Theorem 4.1. If K is AD-compact then there is no normal nonatomic and nonzero 
Radon measure on K. 
Proof. Suppose that ~1 is normal and nonatomic on K. Let A C P(X) be adequate and 
let g : K(d) -+ K be a continuous surjection onto K. Put for every n, C, = {A E 
A: IAl < n}. It is easy to check that every C, is compact and scattered. Hence g(Cn) 
is compact and scattered; consequently p(g(&)) = 0 for every 72 (as p is nonatomic, 
see Semadeni [28]). Now D = U, g(Cn) 1s a dense subset of K and p(D) = 0. Thus 
p(K) = p(K \ D) = sup {p(F): F C K \ D, F compact} = 0, 
by the fact that ,LL is normal. q 
Now we shall recall a description of compact spaces having strictly positive measures. 
This is due to Kelley and is based on the notion of intersection numbers (see [4] for 
details). 
Given a finite sequence (PI,. . . , PAT) of sets, cal(Pt , . . . , PN) denotes the largest 
integer Ic such that there are 1 < ml < . . . < mk < N with 
h P,; # 0. 
i=l 
The intersection number It(P) of an arbitrary family P is defined as 
k(P) = inf {cal(Pr , . . . , PN)/N: Pi E P, N 3 l}. 
Theorem 4.2 (Kelley, see [4, Chapter 61). Let P be a family of subsets of a set S. 
(a) If there is a probability quasimeasure I_L on S with p(P) > r for all P E P then 
k(P) 2 r. 
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(b) If It(P) 3 T, where r > 0, then there exists a probability quasimeasure p on S 
with p(P) 3 T for all P E P. 
(c) If moreover, S is a compact space and P is a family of clopen subsets of S then 
p in (b) can be chosen to be a Radon measure on S. 
(d) A compact space K admits a strictly positive Radon measure if and only if there 
is a base P in K which can be written as U, P,, where k(P,) > 0 for every n. 
We now describe a certain method of constructing AD-compact spaces having a strictly 
positive measure. We fix a probability quasimeasure v defined on an algebra C of subsets 
of a set S. Let P = {Pa: a < n} C C be a family of sets of positive measure V. We 
Put 
A= {AC,: u(fiIPe) >OforallfiniteI~A}. (*I 
This clearly defines an adequate family A on 6. We shall check that an adequate compact 
space K = K(d) has a strictly positive measure. For every pair of finite disjoint a, b C n, 
weputU(a,b)={A&rc: a~ACn\b)andV(a,b)=KnU(a,b). 
Lemma 4.3. Given n > 1 and r > 0, let 
6(n,r) = 
i 
V(a, b): o n b = 0, 1~1 + lb\ 6 
Then k(G(n,r)) > ~22~. 
Proof. Consider a finite sequence (V(ul, bl), . . , V(UN, bN)) of elements of G(n, r-). 
(1) Notice first that if X is the usual product measure on D” then we have 
;\(U(u,, b,)) 3 2+. Consequently, by Theorem 4.2(a) one has 
cal(U(ot, bt), . . , U(uN, bN)) 3 2-“N. 
ThusthereisIC{l,... , N} such that )I) > N2-” and n,,, U(ui, bi) # 0. 
(2) Observe that n,,, U(ui, bi) # 0 means that 
u ui n u bi = 0. 
iEI iEI 
13) Since 4fl,E,, P,) 2 r for every i E I, by Theorem 4.2(a) there exists J c I 
with IJI 3 rlI/ such that 
V(fiQ*pJ > O. 
This means that A = UiCJ ai E A. We get A E K and, using (2), A E &, V(ui, bi). 
Finally, IJI > ~111 > rN2-“, and the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let K = K(d), where A is defined by (*). Then K has a strictly positive 
Radon measure. 
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Proof. It suffices to notice that lJ,,rc S(n, l/lc) is a base in K, and to apply Lemma 4.3 
and Theorem 4.2(d). 0 
Let us recall that a compact space K has calibre IC, where K. is a cardinal number, if 
for every family {U,: a < K} of nonempty open subsets of K there is I G K such that 
111 = K and ncvEI U, # 0. 
Theorem 4.5. Let S is a compact space with a strictly positive measure u. Suppose that 
n and r are cardinal numbers such that K = r+ and S does not have calibre n.. Then 
there exists an adequate compact space K with the following properties: 
(a) K is not polyadic; 
(b) there exists a strictly positive Radon measure p on K such that the density character 
of p (i.e., the density of the Banach space L’(p)) equals n; 
(c) there is no continuous mapping from K onto [0, 11”. 
Proof. By the assumption there is a family {Ua: cy < K} of nonempty open subsets of 
S such that n,,, U, = 8 whenever I C n is of cardinality K. We put 
A= {AGK: V(,?,Ua) >Oforallhnitei~A}. 
We shall check that K = K(d) has the required properties. 
Since IAl < 7 for every A E A, we have t(K) < 7. On the other hand, v(Ua) > 0 so 
{cy} E A for every (Y < K, and therefore l_l A = 6. It follows that w(K) = n > T = t(K) 
and K is not dyadic; as c(K) = w it is not polyadic either. 
By Theorem 4.4 there is some strictly positive Radon measure on K. To check (b) it 
suffices to find a Radon measure p on K with density character K (since then the sum 
of the two measures is as required). 
There are a real number T > 0 and a set Y C K of cardinality K such that v(Ua) > T 
for every cr E Y. Let G = {V(o,P): a,P E Y}, where 
V(Q,/~)={AEK: a~A,peA}. 
Then lc(G(n, r)) 3 r-/4 by Lemma 4.3, and by Theorem 4.2(c) there is a Radon measure 
p such that p > r/4 on G. Denoting by ra . K + (0, l} the projection onto the ath axis 
we get 
s 
IT, - ~01 dp 3 r/2, 
whenever (Y, /I E Y, (Y # ,0. 
To check (c) it suffices to recall that t(K) < 7, t([O, lln) = K and that tightness is not 
increased by continuous surjection of compact spaces (see, e.g., [8, 3G]). 0 
Several remarks regarding Theorem 4.5 are in order. 
(1) Every closed subspace L of the space K = K(d) from the proof above contains 
a point A E L with x(A, L) < 7. (Indeed, by compactness, there is A E L such that if 
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B E L and A C B then A = B; such a point A is of character at most 7.) This also 
proves (c) in view of Shapirovskii’s result [29, Theorem 211. 
(2) If ~1 is a measure such that the density of L’(p) is K. and K. is of uncountable 
cofinality then p is homogeneous of type K on some measurable subset (by the Maharam 
theorem). Recall that a measure is homogeneous of type K if its measure algebra is 
isomorphic to the measure algebra of the product measure on Dn (cf. Fremlin [lo]). 
(3) Haydon [13] noticed that if a compact space K can be mapped onto [0, 11“ then 
there is a homogeneous measure of type K on K. He then proved that the converse holds 
for all cardinals K satisfying rw < K whenever r < K. There are examples, constructed 
under CH, of Corson compact spaces with nonseparable Radon measures, see Haydon 
[14], and also [2]. (Note that no Corson compact space can be mapped onto [0,1]“1). 
An open problem posed by Haydon (see [14] and [5]) amounts to asking whether the 
implication 
if K admits a nonseparable Radon measure then K can be mapped onto [0, llwl, is 
provable under Martin’s axiom and WI < 2”. 
(4) It is well known that under CH the Stone space 5’ of the Lebesgue measure on 
[0, l] does not have calibre WI (cf. [2, Lemma 2.141) and thus Theorem 4.5 gives in that 
case a Corson compact adequate space with a nonseparable measure. It is easy to see 
that assuming 2” = w2 and “every set of cardinality wt is of the Lebesgue measure zero” 
(the latter holds under Martin’s axiom and non CH, cf. [9]), S does not have calibre w2 
(cf. [4, p. 1751). In that case Theorem 4.5 gives a space K which cannot be mapped 
onto [0, l]“* but admits a Radon measure with density character ~2. However, Haydon’s 
question remains untouched since under Martin’s axiom and wt < 2” every ccc compact 
space has calibre WI, see [4, p. 201; 9, 43F(c)]. 
5. On the space C(K) for an AD-compact K 
In this section we follow terminology and notation of Edgar’s survey papers [6,7]. 
Given a compact space K, we denote by C(K) the Banach space of continuous functions 
on K with the supremum norm. As usual, the conjugate space C(K)* will be identified 
with the space M(K) of all signed Radon measures on K of bounded variation (M+(K) 
stands for the set of nonnegative elements of M(K)). 
A Banach space E is said to be realcompact if (E, weak) has such a property in the 
usual topological sense. By a result due to Corson, every Banach space has a Hewitt- 
realcompactification in (E**, weak*), consisting of all functionals that are weak* con- 
tinuous on weak’-separable subspaces of E’. That result yields the following useful 
characterization of realcompactness in terms of functionals on E* (cf. [32, 2-4-21). 
Theorem 5.1. For a Banach space E the following are equivalent: 
(a) E is realcompact; 
(b) every z E E” which is weak* continuous on weak*-separable subspaces of E* is 
weak* continuous (i.e., z E E). 
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Realcompactness of a Banach space E may be strengthened in two directions. E is 
said to have the Mazurproperty if every .z E E” which is weak* sequentially continuous 
on E’ is necessarily in E. This is clearly a requirement stronger than that in (b). E is 
said to be measure-compact if every weak Baire measure m on E is r-additive, which, 
by Tortrat’s theorem (see [32]) means that there is a separable subspace F C E which 
is of full m outer measure. 
The Mazur property neither implies nor is implied by measure-compactness (cf. [32]). 
For the basic properties of these notions the reader is referred to Edgar [6,7], see also 
Kappeler [16], Wilansky [34], Talagrand [32], Plebanek [25,26]. 
Let K be a dyadic space with K. = w(K). Talagrand [32] proved that C(K) is 
realcompact whenever K is less than the first measurable cardinal. If K. is not sequential 
(see Section 3) then C(K) is measure-compact and has the Mazur property, see [25,26]. 
We can now extend these results to the case of K being AD-compact. 
Let K = K(d), h w ere A is an adequate family in P(K). For any A C_ n, we denote 
by irA the projection K + K, TA(B) = A n B. 
Let p be a Radon measure on K. We put, for every A G n, pA = rA(p), i.e., 
j&A E M+(K) is th e image measure under the mapping KA. 
The following basic lemma generalizes the one used in [25]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let A(p) = {PA: A C: n} C M+(K) b e endowed with the weak* topology. 
Then the mapping 8 : D” + A(p) g iven by B(A) = pA is continuous. 
Consequently, A(p) is dyadic, w(A(p)) < n and 
Ao(P) = {PA: A C 6 I-4 < u} 
is a dense subset of/i(p). 
Proof. Let (Bp)p be a net in K converging to B. We are to check that the net (PB,) is 
weak* convergent to PB. In fact it will suffice to prove that the convergence holds on 
an arbitrary basic open set V = V(a, b) = {A E K: a C A c n \ b} (where a, b C lc 
are finite). 
As A, + A, we know that A, n (u U b) = A n (a U b) eventually holds. Since 
TTA(B) E V if and only if (A n B) n (a u b) = a, we get n;:(V) = ~2~ (V), and thus 
%4,)(V) = +$V)) = &G’(V)) = ~(A)(V). 
The second statement is an obvious implication of the first one. 0 
Theorem 5.3. Let K be an AD-compact space and let K = w(K). 
(a) If K. is not a sequential cardinal then the Banach space C(K) is measure-compact 
and it has the Mazur property; 
(b) if K is less than thejirst measurable cardinal then C(K) is realcompact in its weak 
topology. 
About the proof. All the properties mentioned in the theorem are preserved by closed 
subspaces (see [6,7]). If K is a continuous image of K(d) then C(K) is isomorphic to a 
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closed subspace of C(K(d)). C onsequently, it suffices to consider the case K = K(d), 
where A C P(K) is adequate. 
To check that C(K) has the Mazur property suppose that z E C(K)** is a weak* 
sequentially continuous functional. We define a real-valued function cp on K by p(A) = 
z(b~), where 6~ denotes the Dirac measure at a point A E K. Since A, + A if and 
only if d,&, + bA, in the weak* topology, it follows that cp iS sequentially continuous 
on K. By Theorem 3.1(a) and our assumption on rc we get cp E C(K). Now we are to 
check that z = cp, that is Z(P) = cp(p) = s cpdp for every p E M+(K). 
We fix a measure ~1 and make use of Lemma 5.2. Observe that every v E n,(p) is 
a finite combination of Dirac measures. Using this remark, the definition of cp and the 
fact that z is a functional we get Z(V) = cp(v) for all v E A,(p). As z is sequentially 
continuous and A(p) is a dyadic space which topological weight is not sequential, it 
follows that L is continuous on n(p). Since .z = cp on a dense set .40(p), we get 
z(p) = p(p), as required. 
To prove part (b) we can check that condition (b) of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. For this 
we can repeat the above argument (and apply Theorem 3.1(b)). 
Verification of measure-compactness requires a bit more work. However, with the aid 
of Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 5.1 one can argue as in the dyadic case. The reader is 
referred to [25, Theorem 51. 0 
We end with a remark that is only loosely connected with our main topic. Denote by 
C,(K) the space C(K) endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. D. Fremlin 
posed the problem whether there is a nonmetrizable compact space K such that C,(K) 
has a strictly positive measure. Kalamidas [16] proved that this cannot happen if K 
is dyadic. Our proof of Theorem 5 from [25], which can be applied to K being an 
AD-compact space as mentioned above, in fact shows that every measure on C,(K) is 
concentrated on a separable subspace of C,(K) provided w(K) is not sequential. This of 
course shows that, under that cardinal restriction, no measure on C,(K) can be strictly 
positive whenever K is AD-compact. 
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